M A N U FA C T U R I N G
AND RESOURCES

Ç A Ğ L AYA N A R K A N : M I C R O S O F T

In an increasingly digitised world, having systems in
place that are able to harness the power of various
touchpoints and information sources can provide real
competitive edge. Digital systems of intelligence are
a case in point – sensors in products, after-market
services and customer feedback are facilitating new
levels of insight. Sanjay Ravi tells us more about this
in the pages to follow.
Also in this issue, discover the future of the pharma
industry and find out about the solutions that are
actively enabling digital transformation.
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Covering
all bases
With a number of risks and punishments in
place around the use of intellectual property,
Dassault Systèmes is helping companies in the
aerospace and defense industry ensure they are
equipped to meet the necessary regulations
BY SEAN DUDLEY

S

triking a balance between being able to share
information throughout a company and ensuring
it remains secure can be a difficult task.
In an increasingly connected and digitised world,
enabling staff to collaborate with internal colleagues
and external partners can create a host of opportunities
and benefits to a business, with staff able to be more
proactive and dynamic in the work they do.
But while seeking to empower its people, companies
must do all they can to ensure their sensitive information and trade secrets do not fall into the wrong hands.
The emergence of a global economy has added
another layer of difficulty to company operations. With
more markets to negotiate, in manufacturing a greater
level of management is required for this extended
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supply chain, which now covers outside partners
and suppliers, and applies for everything from
product design to manufacturing teams and
even post-sales support.
Many manufacturers have set up in new geographies and off-shore to try and boost their economic input. But without a sound critical supply
chain risk strategy, problems can arise.
Among the biggest is having intellectual property (IP) stolen or compromised. The risk is
high, but too many manufacturers are not prepared and susceptible to attacks.
IP is typically lost or compromised in two
ways: theft and leakage. Theft is carried out by
an unscrupulous party, but leakage is the unintentional disclosure of company information
while sharing files and documents in the normal
course of their day-to-day work. This could be
with suppliers, customers or even other departments within the same company.
Regardless of how IP is compromised or lost,
the ramifications could be massive. Counterfeit
versions of company products could be created
using design data, and despite bearing the original manufacturers logo, these phony items could
be widely sold. Fines can also be imposed, and
spells behind bars are not unheard of.
In the aerospace and defense (A&D) industry, a number of companies have fallen foul of
IP laws, which govern restricted technologies.
The punishments are severe, and penalties
go into the millions of dollars for companies
found to be out of compliance with these laws,
which vary from country to country.
A&D manufacturers and suppliers face a specific set of risks when looking to secure regulated IP. These manufacturers – due to pressure
to reduce time and the costs of developing
aircraft, communications and weapon systems
for example – are being forced to place more
responsibility for designing and integrating
major subsystems with their suppliers. This
however means suppliers can access important
data which, from the manufacturers perspective,
must not end up in the hands of competitors.
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National security is a priority for A&D manufacturers, however it is a challenge to meet
government regulations designed to avoid
leaking military secrets to unwanted parties.
Any company that violates national security
regulations around IP can be subject to civil
and criminal penalties.
While the US and the European Union have
been working to develop a set of common rules,
this process is taking time. Therefore companies
must still be aware of and adhere to the IP protect laws in each country of operation.
Failing to make the necessary arrangements
can be hugely damaging. In the UK, individuals

“A&D manufacturers and suppliers
face a specific set of risks when
looking to secure regulated IP”
found in violation of export control laws can face
up to 14 years in prison. In the US, falling foul of
International Traffic in Arms (ITAR) regulations
can as high as US$1 million per violation, as well
as a 10-year prison sentence.
High-profile violations are not unheard of.
In 2008, a military aircraft manufacturer was
found in violation of ITAR regulations and
received a US$4 million fine for providing
technical data about Hellfire missiles to the
government of the United Arab Emirates.
In 2007, a leading supplier of night vision
equipment to the US Department of Defense
acquired a US$100 million penalty after sending classified technical information to China,
Singapore and Britain without the authorisation of the US government.
While these examples emphasise the importance of a solid IP management and security
strategy, developing and executing such a strategy is made more complicated by the global
nature of modern supply chains.
The proliferation of counterfeit or fake products have also been a growing problem for hightech manufacturers. In a 2010 report from the US
Commerce Department, in the defense industry
alone the number of counterfeit electronic products more than doubled between 2005 and 2008.
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This rise in counterfeit products is costing the
IT industry around US$100 billion annually
according to the Electronic Distributors
association, but the problem is not
solely financial. The public is placed
at risk when products that are not
genuine are in the general domain,
and are more likely to fail due to a
lack of testing in accordance with
original design specifications.
When companies first began
outsourcing their operations to
countries such as China and India,
tasks were chiefly labour-intensive
assembly. Times have changed
though, and the technological
and manufacturing capabilities in Asia are higher than
ever before. This means more
sophisticated parts of the manufacturing process are being sourced
to these countries. This presents
new IP challenges, as the advanced
technologies, protected though they
are by IP laws, are more available to
potentially unscrupulous parties.
Companies that rely on offshore supply chain partners must
ensure their IP implementation is
robust enough to secure IP across
the extended enterprise.
Typically in the A&D industry, large original
equipment manufacturers (OEM) act as primary contractors and engage with a number
of other organisations to handle a variety of
major aspects. These tiered suppliers who also
may serve a competing OEM, require detailed
information from the OEM about its products.
This means OEMs must maintain detailed
records of all data, to ensure only the necessary information is shared with these suppliers.
Additionally, each supplier will have a series
of subcontractors they need to share sensitive
product information with.
The result is the OEM must track information across a large network of companies and
suppliers, across various geographies. The
challenge gets greater the further down the
chain, but the need for the OEM to protect its
IP never diminishes.

But how are companies ensuring the requisite
levels of IP protection are achieved? At present, two approaches are generally taken. The
first involves manual, ad-hoc processes where
a document control team monitors usage and
data movement. The second sees IT-based
processes in place, which segregate data into
multiple systems, and only gives certain
individuals access to certain systems.
Both of these models have flaws. Manual
processes are easily circumvented, while the
IT-based approach puts IT staff in charge of
IP access, rather than the people who actually
use it and are responsible for its security.
In order to tackle these complex challenges
and ensure the security and integrity of IP in
the A&D industry, Dassault Systemes’ ENOVIA
business application portfolio leverages the
collaborative innovation advances of the
3DEXPERIENCE platform and helps companies deliver on a number of key best practices.
ENOVIA applications eliminate file-based
data exchange, classify IP, enforce security requirements, and maintain a history
of data access and downloads for critical IP.
Furthermore, the solution tracks IP use across
projects and customers, and support the implementation of day-to-day IP rules and controls by
putting them in the hands of users. Data is also
organised in a number of different ways to provide flexibility around IP for each role or activity.
The ENOVIA applications provide a secure
framework for global collaboration, and being
able to classify, categorise and secure IP helps
reduce company costs in this area.
The risks present around the theft or compromising of IP for companies is huge, but one that
can be managed with the right people, process
and systems in place.
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Towards
systems of

intelligence
Sanjay Ravi, Worldwide Managing Director of Discrete
Manufacturing at Microsoft, explains how the manufacturing
industry is moving beyond its traditional boundaries
BY SEAN DUDLEY

M

anufacturers are increasingly taking
advantage of opportunities enabled by
‘systems of intelligence’, where increased
volume of data, along with improved analytical
capabilities, deliver better insights that can be
converted into intelligent action.
“Digitisation is driving greater efficiencies in
business processes,” says Sanjay Ravi, worldwide managing director, discrete manufacturing at Microsoft. “Companies can gain deeper
insight into their business networks – be it their
global supply chains or their engineering processes – with smart connected products. This is
driving new levels of optimisation across their
business networks.”
Product design is one of the areas undergoing
a transformation. Engineers get close loop realtime feedback from smart connected products,
and can gain new insights into how their designs
are being used and how they are performing.
“These insights can be used to make products
more efficient and even create new high value
offerings based on direct insights on how the
product is being used and how it is performing
in real-life situations” Ravi says. “Feedback is
that much richer, and business processes can
be transformed in accordance with this insight.”
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With better insight, manufacturers can drive
new kinds of service level agreements and profitable business models. Ravi points to an example
in the automotive industry, where companies are
moving from simply manufacturing, marketing and selling a vehicle to delivering what he
describes as ‘smart mobility services that deliver
rich ongoing connected customer experiences’.
“For automotive companies to drive revenue
in the future, they need to succeed in delivering
smart mobility services like shared car usage,
services for large fleet operated vehicles, and generally providing consumers with context-specific
experiences and mobility services based on their
situational needs,” Ravi says.
All this is leading to new territories beyond traditional industry boundaries.
“Automotive companies are increasingly
working with insurers, content providers and
smart infrastructure service providers,” Ravi
says. “Members of a traditional industry want
to differentiate themselves from a customer
experience standpoint. This transformation is
being fuelled by technology.”
And data – ‘the new currency,’ according to
Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella – is key to this
transformation.
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“Every manufacturing company is evolving
to become a digital business, and to do that
you need to have a lot of strength in managing
and getting insights from data,” Ravi says. “You
have a very large number of connected devices
which create data that is growing exponentially. Cloud platforms play a critical role here
and deliver the hyper scale that is required to
process the large amounts of data, with a cost
structure that makes it practical to process this
data in real time.”
Systems of intelligence allow for a very direct
close-loop connection with customers, as manufacturers are better placed to track product
performance and deliver rich, ongoing customer
experiences. Systems of intelligence can also be
used to empower employees, who can gain new,
meaningful ways to make faster and more efficient decisions. Company operations can also
be optimised, as sensors and connected devices
make inefficiencies easier to spot.
“Systems of intelligence are also allowing organisations to bring new services-driven offerings to
the market,” Ravi says. “Rolls Royce, for example,
is delivering new digital services to its customers.
These digital services allow its customers to optimise fuel consumption and proactively manage

“Systems of intelligence are
allowing organisations to deliver
new services-driven offerings”
SANJAY RAVI

maintenance issues, which is saving money and
improving the customer experience. Rolls Royce
is evolving from being a manufacturer selling a
jet engine to one that is also delivering new transformative digital services.”
But which Microsoft technologies are behind
the shift?
“It’s a combination of three important elements
that work together,” Ravi says. “Everything starts
with getting data and being able to process it at
scale. The Microsoft Azure cloud environment is
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critical in providing the underlying infrastructure and set of rich services required to collect
and process data at hyper scale.”
“The second is the Cortana intelligence suite,
which provides the brain behind all of this.
People are getting drowned in data, and the way
we can get intelligence and insight on a real-time
basis is via services like Azure Machine Learning,

which is part of the Cortana Intelligence Suite. It
provides the insight that employees can then use
to create new business models and services.”
Ravi describes the final area as “the internet
of people.”
“You have to empower the people to use this
data and insight and then drive intelligent
action,” he says. “This is where Power BI and

VIEWPOINT

The power of IoT
Kreg Schmidt, Managing Director in the IoT practice at Accenture Mobility, part of
Accenture Digital, explains how companies can revolutionise their processes and
gain valuable insight through the use of edge computing devices
Everyone’s heard of the internet of things
(IoT), but many companies have not
yet identified how embracing IoT could
benefit their business. One of the areas
where we are seeing our clients get value
from the IoT is through connected asset
management, which benefits specifically
from devices – the connected ‘things’ in IoT
– capable of ‘edge computing’.
These devices, with sensor capabilities,
can not only collect and communicate
data between each other, but can actually
compute too, carrying out analytics on
data ‘at the edge’. This means there is
no need to send data to the cloud for
processing and analytics, but that datadriven, rules-based decisions can be made
directly without human interaction. This
can save users the time and cost of running
analytics in the cloud, and speed up
decision making.
Think of an unmanned oil well out in
the middle of West Texas. There’s nobody
sitting there measuring the operations
– pumps are running, valves positioning
themselves, tanks are filling up; all that
data, stranded.
Simplistically, the oil well is extracting the
oil, which then goes through a separator.
Gas goes into a pipe, water off to a disposal
site, and oil to the tank. Today, if that tank
fills up, it’s programmed to shut down the
pump. Moreover, if a pump shuts down or
fails for whatever reason, a technician may
not visit that well site for 30 days, meaning
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a significant loss of revenue and potential
further damage to machinery.
As an illustrative use case, by installing an
edge gateway about the size of a wallet to
the terminal unit and adding in a volume
sensor, a simple conditional analytic can be
run. This means that when that tank gets
to a pre-set limit, perhaps 85% or more, a
task can be sent to the nearest tanker to
come relieve the tank of oil. This is demand
sensing that creates autonomy in processes
where machines think for themselves and
speak to other machines, in ways they
never have before.
The outcomes we are delivering are simple:
increase asset utilisation and optimise your
workforce through edge IoT enablement
and analytics throughout. For this upstream
oil example, the fact is that with IoT, pumps
should no longer shutdown or fail because of
predictive analytics. However, if for any reason
there is a problem, it can be immediately
flagged for resolution. Tankers, field
operations, maintenance, and oil production
should all be optimised. This is no longer the
art of the possible, it’s the reality of now.

Kreg Schmidt
Accenture
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new personal computing experiences enabled
by HoloLens can be used. You can drive visualisations and help people make a final decision
based on the data available.”
Ravi adds that it is also crucial to support the
‘ecosystem of intelligence’.
“No one company can operate in a silo and be
successful,” he says. “They need to operate in an
ecosystem, and intelligence from the broader
ecosystem is going to be critical. To enable this,
Microsoft is partnering with a number of standards organisations. We are a member of the Digital
Manufacturing and Design Innovation Institute
in the US, and we are also working closely with
standards organisations like OPC. Our partnership with OPC allows manufacturers to connect
more than 37 million devices used in industrial
environments to the cloud.”
Empowering people
through the use of

VIEWPOINT

systems of intelligence
enables improved

Staying competitive

decision making

Simon Charlton, Commercial Director at Columbus, says modern manufacturers can
achieve more than ever before with the right systems in place
Today’s technology enables manufacturers
to take advantage of deep data interconnectivity. By combining the industrial
internet of things (IoT), the cloud, mobility
and social collaboration, industrial
assets and their performance can be
fully transparent and manageable. Data
streams from IoT sensors can be used to
assess machine performance, operating
conditions, behaviour, failure potential
and operator feedback in real time.
Maintenance and service managers can
work with this information to ensure
successful operations at desirable service
levels, gain early awareness of possible
breakdowns, and perform predictive
maintenance that avoids expensive
downtime and unscheduled repairs.
Leading manufacturers are leveraging
IoT technologies and data analytics in
order to stay competitive and optimise
their business. IoT is enabling data to
become available from remote locations,
as well as onsite at the production plant.
Manufacturers are using this data to
forecast and predict trends and make

smart business decisions based on insights.
This results in manufacturers being more
productive, efficient and competitive, and
allows them to develop and deliver new
packaged service offerings to market.
Columbus is working with a number of
customers in this space. One example is the
proactive monitoring of temperatures in
freezer units within vehicles to ensure any
perishable goods are delivered in first-rate
condition as expected by their customers.
Columbus is also helping customers with
predictive service plans in accordance with
machine usage, so their customers only use
and pay for services they need. This results
in improved customer service, increased
customer satisfaction and cost savings.

Simon Charlton
Columbus
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The future of
pharmaceuticals
CL AUDIA RÖSSLER: MICROSOFT

Companies in the pharmaceutical industry are reimagining their approach thanks
to a swathe of new technologies

A

n increase in medicine use in emerging
markets, improving health infrastructure and an aging global population are
presenting a growth opportunity to companies
in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. To capitalise on the opportunities that
present themselves, companies in the pharmaceutical space are embracing technologies and
solutions to help them enhance their business.
Pharmaceutical companies face huge pressure
to fill their pipelines with new product ideas, and
technology is playing an important role across
the value chain. From driving innovation, new
products and services, to minimising operational
costs and optimising quality and processes,
the use of technology is becoming increasingly

“It’s vital to understand the
journey people are going
on, and what information is
significant on this journey”
prevalent across the industry. Furthermore,
completely new sales and marketing models are
being created, with a greater patient or consumer
focus, fueled by data and insight.
Technology is being used at the research and
development (R&D) stage to help enhance processes. An example is remote patient monitoring during clinical trials. Direct feedback from
a patient through connected medical devices is
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enabling a new level of engagement. This drives
patient adherence to therapy, effective trial management and feedback loops to the research teams.
The use of technology is also revolutionising
the marketing and sales models of pharmaceutical companies. Data collection is going
to be important for pharmaceutical companies to build value-based patient engagements,
but also for being able to prove their drugs are
effective, which will be important in a future of
outcome-based healthcare models.
Today’s patient is more informed and educated
on their disease. Rather than exclusively liaising
with doctors as in years gone by, companies must
get ahead of the information cycle and inform
patients more directly. This means delivering the
right message, to the right person, at the right
time. However, this is naturally a very competitive space, so using analytics to understand
customer behaviour, providing content-specific
information to patients, and identifying new
trends and ideas are all of vital importance.
Equally, it’s important to understand the full
journey each patient goes on. As they are more
informed in the first place, patients are now
more active in finding their own health solutions. In today’s world, there are a lot of digital
touchpoints before seeing a doctor. For example,
a patient that thinks they may have an illness
will likely research it before visiting their doctor. If they are diagnosed with a certain illness,
they may well look into downloading apps that
can help, such as health trackers, or join community forums or support groups. It’s vital to

PHARMACEUTICAL

understand the journey people are going on, and
what information is significant on this journey.
Identifying what is important in this area could
be a key differentiator in this competitive space.
Traditional medicine and prescriptions do
not take elements such as lifestyle, diet or
genomic-related differences into account when
advising patients. In a world where we can collect information from connected devices such as
medical devices or fitness trackers, access historical data and even make DNA sequencing affordable, the one-time vision of personalised medicine
is becoming a reality and allowing the provision
of targeted recommendations for each individual
– all based on big data and advanced analytics.
In the future, personalised medicine will allow
for targeted prescriptions and ideal therapies for
an individual based on genetic makeup, demographic, medical history and lifestyle.
We will see a rise in holistic healthcare concepts, with early interventions, proactive alerts
and lifestyle recommendations. While some
might laugh about the Pokémon Go boom, gamification will play an important role in healthcare
in disease detection, adherence and as part of

therapy and recovery – such as a services model
that encourages patients to move, be active, and
change their lifestyle.
At Microsoft, there is a true cultural shift taking place. Our ambition is to empower every
person on the planet to achieve more, and similarly, pharmaceutical companies are placing this
person or patient at the heart of their work.
We are focused on supporting the development
of products that will help pharmaceutical companies better engage with their patients. With our
ecosystem of industry partners, we are building
these solutions together and bringing them to
market. Our goal is to continue to provide platforms and services, such as our Azure IoT Suite or
advanced analytics offerings, that open up more
possibilities for our partners than ever before.
Across the pharmaceutical industry, we’re
empowering our partners to deliver solutions
that use and take advantage of our Microsoft
technologies and platforms.
Claudia Rössler is Worldwide Director of Process
Manufacturing, Chemical and Pharmaceutical for
the Life Sciences Industry at Microsoft
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Maximising IIoT
investments
M E L I S S A TO P P : I C O N I C S

Manufacturers can benefit from the industrial internet of things and the
cloud by optimising their Microsoft Azure IIoT investment

M

anufacturing organisations are looking for
a way to improve performance without
adding costs. Some have chosen an industrial internet of things (IIoT) strategy, purchasing
sensors and devices that can bridge the communications between on-premises machinery and
cloud-based servers. However, many do not know
what their next step should be to capitalise on IIoT.
Data should only be moved between on-premises
equipment and cloud servers for a specific business purpose. For manufacturers, such value-add
applications include visualisation, historical data
collection/replay, analytics and mobility. For example, HMI/SCADA components can help manufacturers visualise real-time or historical process views
for monitoring or control, while a high-speed
historian component allows them to capitalise
on big data and analytics technologies in order to
better understand their collected data and make
information-driven decisions. In addition, smart
devices enable manufacturers to securely receive
process-related data in a fast, easy-to-grasp format.
Automation software solutions provide these
components and benefits, and allow for connection to cloud platforms such as Microsoft
Azure. Customers have the option of a hybrid
on-premises/cloud-based automation solution,

or they can take advantage of a fully cloud-based
solution. These include virtually unlimited
scalability and IT or firewall-friendly communications. A recommended initial step is for
manufacturers to connect their equipment from
behind firewalls to securely push data to Azure
cloud applications.

However, the IIoT doesn’t necessarily require
companies to buy expensive networking equipment. The ‘things’ can be comparatively lower-cost hardware devices called IoT gateways,
which can securely connect the other ‘things’
(equipment, sensors and devices) across your
enterprise to the cloud.
As IoT gateway hardware and software evolve,
the heavy lifting of these tasks will move from the
on-premises side to the cloud, offloading applications that were previously hosted on site. This
saves infrastructure costs and maintenance, and
alleviates concerns over equipment obsolescence.
Manufacturers who have embraced the IIoT
should add visualisation, data historian, analytics
and mobility functionality to their cloud connection’s
repertoire. Companies who have not formulated an
IIoT strategy should consider the comparatively
low-cost and benefits of installing IoT gateways with
an integrated automation software suite. ICONICS
offers materials and resources to help in decision
making for IoT-related software solutions.
Melissa Topp is Director of Global Marketing
at ICONICS
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Think science, not art
M I R KO B A E C K E R : S I E M E N S P L M S O F T WA R E

For complex, safety-critical projects, software development
is an engineering discipline

O

n any substantial programming project
where a large team of developers is working on complex, often safety-critical
systems, the discipline of software engineering is
a science rather than an art.
Automotive design is one area where many different parts of software engineering have to come
together and combine with mechanical and systems engineering. Auto companies are morphing
into mobility and consumer electronics companies, reliant on new and disruptive technologies
to build new products – without surrendering any
of the responsibilities of safety and performance.
That means the tools that help manage the product development lifecycle need to be integrated
systems that cross multiple domains and disciplines to support a seamless flow of information,
and deliver efficiency and accountability across all
the steps of the development process.

“When automotive companies think of
themselves as mobility and consumer
experience companies, they have to be
professional software companies as well”
Today, up to 90% of the 500,000 different requirements for a new car are not mechanical at all;
they’re electrical and software. And even though
automotive design has switched to common platforms shared between different models, there can
be hundreds of variants of those individual platforms. Software and hardware need to be developed in parallel, with strong integration between
the mechanical and electrical components and the
software models that make up the overall system
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throughout the development, so you can validate
them together. This m
 odel-driven development
means systems engineering that’s been happening
in separate domains like the power train, safety
systems and infotainment now needs to apply
across all those domains.
New vehicles combine mechanical and electrical
systems with product lifecycle management (PLM)
tools and the electrical and software systems that
application lifecycle management tools support.
Delivering those vehicles effectively on the schedules that customers demand, without compromising on safety or innovation, requires tools that
integrate these worlds and support best practices.
With large teams of software engineers working on the logic and code of multiple systems,
there needs to be clear accountability in terms
of who is responsible for those systems as development scales, and regression testing is required
to make sure none of the changes made introduce any dangerous side effects. For efficiency,
that may need to be automated with continuous
integration to validate that the overall safety of
the code – across all the variations of the vehicle
platform – hasn’t been degraded by the changes.
At any point, you might need to go back and ask
who approved a design, which components were
tested together or how any defects discovered
were prioritised, so you need tools that give a
view across all the domains of mechanical, electrical and software control systems in the vehicle.
To keep pace with the industry, automotive
development has to include large amounts of
simulation, capturing and replaying the data
from testing of physical systems to validate every
software change, in a way that allows for compatibility and reuse across a wider range of cars,
vehicle platforms and variants. For autonomous

A U TO M OT I V E

vehicles and assistive systems, data collection
and testing will also have to cover all the territories where vehicles will operate, which might
have different driving cultures and rules.
Testing, verification and validation of all these
models has to happen in an integrated way, with
software development tools that integrate with
PLM systems and are themselves integrated to
help visualise requirements, specifications and
information flowing between the different models as a consistent process rather than a series
of discrete steps. That needs to continue all the
way from proving the feasibility of a concept, to
implementing and optimising the whole system
and, increasingly, past the point of shipping. And
you have to do it at an increasingly fast pace.
Product development cycles for automotive
have been shrinking for a while now, and the
pace of technology sometimes moves faster than
automotive companies can easily digest. It’s not
just a question of adopting new components and
technologies; it’s also the time and cost of integrating and validating them.
Treating development as a science and an engineering discipline is the only way to cope with
this combination of increasing complexity, pressure for cost efficiency and pace. That requires
software engineering practices that follow rigorous, structured processes. If you can move seamlessly through gathering requirements, building,
testing, validating code and generally improving
repeatability in development, you can improve
productivity, efficiency and accountability.

The automotive industry is moving toward standardisation through the growing number of ISO
specifications and partnerships. Ensuring compliance with those standards necessitates putting
certified software development processes in place.
The right tools and techniques can reduce costs
that would otherwise rise as software becomes
an ever more significant part of the development
process, by increasing efficiency and accuracy.
They can help present the requirements, specifications and even the code in ways that are easier
for software engineers to read and understand.
They’re also key to commoditising some of the
software development load, by allowing reuse of
software components between vehicles and vehicle platforms, and across engineering domains
within a vehicle.
When automotive companies think of themselves
as mobility and consumer experience companies,
they have to be professional software companies as
well. That demands integrated product design and
development systems that cover the entire product
lifecycle, both mechanical and digital. The increasing pace of disruptive change – in both technology
and business models – demands tools that support
these new and more agile ways of working, as
delivering new business value becomes the only
way to maintain competitive advantage.

Today’s automotive
companies require
integrated product
design and
development systems
that cover the entire
product lifecycle

Mirko Baecker is EMEA Marketing Portfolio
Director for Manufacturing Engineering
Software Solutions (NX CAM and Tecnomatix)
at Siemens PLM Software
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Outsourcing
operations
MASSIMO CRUDELI: AX FOR PHARMA

External contractors are increasingly providing R&D and manufacturing
services for pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies and solutions
like AX for Pharma are playing a central role

T

he outlook for outsourcing is brighter than
ever as pharmaceutical and biotechnology
companies continue to rely more heavily
on external service providers for R&D and manufacturing services. In fact, a 2016 Nice Insight
CRO and CDMO Outsourcing survey of 1,173
industry representatives from pharmaceutical
and biotechnology companies found that spending for outsourced services is to take a big leap
over the next five years. Already, the percentage
of pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies that spend over US$50 million annually
on outsourcing more than tripled from 23% in
2012-2014, to 71% for contract manufacturing
organisations (CMOs) and development and
manufacturing organisations (CDMOs) in 2016.

“Integrated ERP systems are the most
effective way to manage increasingly
complex regulatory compliance”
Currently, more than 77% of the respondents outsource their services or operations to
CDMOs, CMOs or contract research organisations (CROs). The remaining 23% do not currently outsource these services, but are in the
process of evaluating CDMOs and CMOs to do
so within the next 24 months.
Although more than half of the companies that
outsource to CDMOs, CMOs and CROs are large
or emerging pharmaceuticals, it is the smaller
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pharmaceuticals and biotechnology organisations that are most likely to need outsourcing
services in the near future. Pharmaceutical companies will continue to fuel much of this growth
as they outsource an increasing number of products and services. Biotechnology companies,
which have almost doubled in number over the
past five years, will also contribute to this trend
as they seek new ways to bring their products to
market without investing heavily in building or
upgrading their own manufacturing facilities.
Certainly, there are numerous benefits to outsourcing operations to CDMOs, CROs and
CMOs. Not only does it minimise investments in
capital-intensive facilities, but it also reduces drug
development and overall costs, thereby improving net earnings and cash flow. Outsourcing also
makes it cheaper and faster to conduct research,
increases the efficiency of manufacturing processes and allows pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies to divert resources to focus on
other areas, such as marketing.
In addition, outsourcing makes it much easier
to comply with different regulations around the
world. With that said, various regulatory bodies,
such as the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), have embarked on an aggressive inspection schedule over the past few years, and
external contractors are now under the spotlight. Environmental monitoring procedures,
personal protective equipment and cleaning,
disinfection and equipment control measures
are among the most common challenges noted
during the FDA inspections.

PHARMACEUTICAL

Integrated ERP systems are the most effective
way to help CDMOs, CROs and CMOs manage
increasingly complex regulatory compliance
when providing research and manufacturing
services for pharmaceutical companies. Built on
the Microsoft Dynamics AX platform, the AX
for Pharma solution makes it easier and cheaper
for pharmaceutical CMOs, CDMOs and CROs
to meet regulations and guidelines for producing drugs that are safe for human consumption.
AX for Pharma provides seamlessly integrated
modules that support all of the functionalities a
company needs to comply with current Good
Manufacturing Process (cGMP) guidelines. The
solution supports all of the processes involving
inventory management, manufacturing, quality
management, weighing and dispensing, and
plant maintenance.
For example, it enables companies to track single
product units; keep a full lot genealogy; streamline
the batch release process; electronically and accurately measure ingredients during weighing and
dispensing processes; simplify inventory operations with barcodes; print identity labels with
product information; and manage storage and

shipping conditions. The solution also supports
enterprise-wide quality control, allows companies
to enforce environmental monitoring procedures,
configure cleaning rules, and properly maintain
production machinery and laboratory equipment.
Companies can also use AX for Pharma to manage stability studies, enforce electronic signature
and second-person verification for critical GMP
processes, maintain approved lists for vendors and
manufacturers, and to support their corrective
and preventive actions procedures.
Over the next year, contract organisations
that differentiate their offerings and capabilities
will be able to retain customers and grow their
business within the highly competitive pharmaceutical and biotechnology marketplace. Those
that are able to adapt quickly, by taking advantage of the transformative nature of the industry, will position themselves as market leaders.
Integrated ERP solutions like AX for Pharma are
vital to streamline processes and establish consistency and efficiency.
Massimo Crudeli is the Senior Manager and
Solution Architect at AX for Pharma
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Information
at your fingertips
MARY HUNTER: COLUMBUS UK

As manufacturers embrace digital transformation, it’s important to identify how
and where business enhancements can be made

T

he world of manufacturing is changing for
the better. Companies are embracing the
concept of digital transformation and looking
to create better customer engagement, smoother
production, connected operations, seamless distribution and greater revenue potential. But what’s
driving the change, and are you taking advantage?
Where once there was paper, now there are databases and automated systems. Where once supply
decisions were based on guesswork, now there’s
predictive data modelling. For those able to digitise and harness their data, the potential revenue
value and bottom line impact is substantial.
According to PwC’s 2016 Global Data &
Analytics Survey, 57% of manufacturing executives have changed the way they approach
decision-making because of better data analysis,
while 27% haven’t yet but plan to do so.
Today, companies can transfer data from multiple sources into useful information. Modern data
analytics enables manufacturers to operate proactive rather than reactive services, and maintain
productivity at optimum levels. This is essential
as manufacturers evolve their business, adopt a
servitization model and offer new value-added
services to customers.
How data is managed and distributed is what
defines its value to you. This is where enterprise
resource planning (ERP) solutions and the cloud
come in. Flexible, scalable and accessible, cloud
platforms lead to greater working potential and
optimised costs. As well as being a platform for
connecting and managing operations, ERP can
house data from every aspect of the business,
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making it analysable and actionable, while automating processes and production.
Columbus’s RapidValue business process modelling tool, built on Microsoft Dynamics AX, enables
you to quickly adapt business processes based on
good industry practice. This means you are able to
realise faster value from your ERP implementation,
with key processes built into the application to help
deliver an industry-best solution right from the start.
Part of the potential realised value is the management of internet of things (IoT) connected

“For those able to digitise and harness
their data, the potential revenue value
and bottom line impact is substantial”
devices and mobile working, which cloud applications such as innius from Columbus are enabling. The application brings together data from
IoT, mobility, the cloud and social collaboration
to make machinery, equipment and other industrial assets fully manageable, and transparent.
Thus far, manufacturing has been focused on
using technology to forecast. But today, realtime data is enabling efficiency gains and instant
changes. Industry 4.0 represents a shift towards
engagement based on reality, not guesswork.
It’s an exciting time to be working in the manufacturing industry. The businesses that truly embrace
digital transformation will rise as the new leaders.
Mary Hunter is Managing Director at Columbus UK
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D+IIoT = IDIOT?
M I K E J A M E S : AT S

Manufacturers need to ensure buy in from across their organisation in order to
achieve success with their digital manufacturing efforts

I

hope the title of this piece got your attention.
D of course stands for ‘digital’ and IIoT for the
‘industrial internet of things’. Digital manufacturing, the digital twin, whichever way you
look at it, we cannot avoid the fact that when
we talk about manufacturing there is always a
physical product.

“Design systems securely and remember
this: in the end it’s the physical product
that is being sold, not the IT”
When we forget that there are real, physical
products using real physical production processes and not everything is virtual then I think
we can safely say that D+IIoT = IDIOT. As we

The Manufacturing Operation Management Institute (MOMi)
runs events for manufacturers to provide a platform to
discuss actions which can be taken today:
7 September 2016
Haarlem, The Netherlands
ATS Applied Tech Systems
11 – 12 October 2016
Singapore
ATS Applied Tech Systems
26 – 27 October 2016
Sydney, Australia		
ATS Applied Tech Systems

2 – 3 November 2016
Coventry, UK		
Manufacturing Technology
Centre (MTC)

work diligently towards industry 4.0 and smart
manufacturing we will need the board of directors at manufacturing companies to approve
spending. They ask uncomfortable questions
and have little tolerance for fuzzy answers. Their
investments have to be backed up by hard return
on investment calculations.
This is one of the dilemmas for the advancement of industry 4.0. It’s not easy to forecast
benefits for smart manufacturing methods and
concepts. For instance mass customisation,
making products interesting and unique for an
individual. How do we know that people will
buy more or pay a higher price than for the
standard mass product? The official industry
4.0 report suggests that buyers will pay approximately 10% more and there is a potential revenue stream from the internet of services that
can add even more value.
On the cost side, manufacturing lines have to
be built quite differently – product to machine
communication (P2M) has to be introduced
etc. We could probably estimate the investment
costs with some degree of accuracy if we knew
exactly the type of technology we will need.
This is the key to the investment dilemma, with
so many technologies to choose from which
one is the right one?
My view is straightforward to avoid the IDIOT
syndrome: build an internal innovation team.
Mix the team up with IT and operational technology experts, as well as those from sales and
marketing. Design systems securely and remember this: in the end it’s the physical product that
is being sold, not the IT.
Mike James is president of the Manufacturing
Operations Management Institute
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Creating securely
L I S A R I VA R D : D A S S A U LT S Y S T È M E S

By creating a single, online system in the cloud, organisations
can improve design coordination and maximise the secure
sharing and reuse of intellectual property

A

s consumers become more knowledgeable,
empowered and demanding, companies in
every industry are finding they must transition from simply modelling products to modelling
uniquely innovative experiences for their customers. To gain competitive advantage, manufacturers
must offer a growing number of product variants,
innovate faster, and deliver ‘smarter’ products.
This requires operational flexibility to move
quickly on market opportunities, and the efficiency and velocity to execute before the competition. All of this effort increases product
complexity, creating challenges for manufacturers during the ideation, development and launch
of new offerings – and translates to a burgeoning
amount of intellectual property (IP).
With an ever-increasing need to be both fluid
and fast, effectively reusing and sharing IP
allows companies to speed time to market while
improving creativity. But securing and protect-

“Being online in real time with
the latest information unleashes
all of the company’s collective
creativity and speed”
ing that creativity and innovation, which often
hinges on a vast wealth of trade secrets and confidential information, also becomes paramount.
This creates a conundrum: if IP becomes
inaccessible, it stifles the ability to continually
innovate and execute. On the other hand, if IP
is lost or stolen, that can be even more detrimental to the company. To capitalise on innovation
and take advantage of global opportunities,
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companies must be able to both find and leverage their existing IP to develop the right products
and ensure that company secrets remain secret.
With IP as the lifeblood of most companies,
it is easy to see the importance of security
against theft and misuse, and most companies’
IP strategies are focused here. But IP also must
be organised and classified so that each function
can access the required data and use it to its maximum potential. Browsing and searching can be
enhanced, however, with an effective classification system that allows IP to be found not just
by navigating folder structures and file names,
but through intelligent use of classifications and
searches across attributes and metadata.
One way to ensure both IP security and accessibility is to store and manage product data a more
granular level, in a database. With online access
to this data-based system, data transactions can
be inherently secured, minimising file transfers
or eliminating them altogether.
Being online in real time with the latest information unleashes all of the company’s collective
creativity and speed. With Dassault Systèmes’
ENOVIA powered by the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform, innovative companies in a variety of
industries are now able to easily create a single,
online system for everyone in their organisations
to connect and share IP onsite or on the cloud.
This helps to provide updated information in
real time, while improving design coordination
and maximising IP sharing and reuse.
Javier Glatt, co-founder and CEO of CadMakers
Virtual Construction, an architectural, engineering
and construction (AEC) firm operating in Canada
and the United States, says his company uses
3DEXPERIENCE on the cloud as the backbone for
all its project data. “We try to reuse data as much as
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possible – and add to it, of course, as we go – but for
example, when you have a catalogue part, you try
to reuse that again and again from the backbone,
which is the cloud database,” Glatt explains.
Being on the cloud makes it easy for CadMakers
to work with customers, partners and suppliers
no matter where they are located. “On one project in a different market, we were able to just
invite our partner to our tenant licence,” Glatt
says. “They simply get an e-mail and – with very
little IT work – they are on the same platform in
terms of viewing real-time project data and analysing 3D graphics. There’s governance around
the data, and we can share whatever data we
need or want to with them.”
The cloud platform also allows CadMakers’ own
users to work from any location without complications. “We have an employee working remotely
right now, and all he has to do is open up the
dashboard with an internet connection and he can
access all of our backbone data and also author
new data, and save it right in the same spot,” says
Glatt. “Then anyone else in the company can open
it in our offices in Vancouver or in Los Angeles or
wherever we are, and have instant access to it.”
With ENOVIA, design review also is data-driven
and secure, with no files to copy or download.
“You can set up collaborative spaces with certain

governance criteria and anywhere a co-worker or
customer is located… from an office in Vancouver
to a construction trailer in Toronto… everything
is done and reviewed in real time through the
cloud, and only by the people that have the right
access to the collaborative space,” Glatt explains.
Glatt says that ENOVIA, powered by the
3DEXPERIENCE platform in the cloud, helps the
AEC industry address a fragmented marketplace.
“In AEC, we have a lot of companies that need
to work together toward a common goal, and the
cloud is the answer. Interoperability allows you to
pick the right tool for the job in terms of authoring,
based on whatever your desired output is, but then
you have one place as a database or a collection of
all the data for a project and everyone works there.
It’s much cleaner and more conducive to collaboration than what we’ve had in the past.”
Companies across a broad range of industries
are looking for security, yet improved collaboration and IP reuse. With ENOVIA and the
3DEXPERIENCE platform, CadMakers and
many other innovative companies are planning
their own definition of success by positioning
themselves to create securely.

With ENOVIA,
co-workers can
collaborate on
design projects
regardless of location

Lisa Rivard is ENOVIA Advocacy Marketing
Senior Manager at Dassault Systèmes
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move forward now with a full solution
for the Pharmaceutical industry
aX for Pharma: a complete package that combines proven software
with proven expertise from a trusted advisor
meet business and industry needs with
a single solution
AX for Pharma combines Microsoft Dynamics
AX with industry-specific solutions such as:
Manufacturing Execution System, Advanced
Quality Management, Enterprise Asset
Management and rich pharmaceutical
expertise for fast implementations and FDA
validations.

advanced Quality management module
Advanced Quality Management includes: nonconformances management, quarantine
management, quality orders, sampling plans,
reduced/skip testing, acceptance criteria,
certificates of analysis, and batch records.

GmP Plant maintenance module
GMP Plant Maintenance integrates fully with
Microsoft Dynamics AX and allows users to:
manage and track plant and equipment
maintenance for machinery, scales, instruments
and other critical assets, and generate preventive
and ad-hoc work orders for servicing plants and
equipment.

Pharmaceutical companies face challenges that go well beyond standard enterprise
resource planning (ERP) - complex operations, advanced project and quality
management, compliance with stringent regulatory requirements - and much more. Too
often, companies spend too much time and money struggling to build and customize a
system that meets their needs and achieves FDA validation.
There is a solution. AX for Pharma is designed to meet the full range of needs for
pharmaceutical companies, minimize customizations and implementation challenges,
and give you expert, proven consulting and support from a trusted advisor. This
complete package includes:
• AX for Pharma, built on Microsoft Dynamics AX. This industry-tailored, integrated ERP
solution enables businesses to carefully monitor processes from research and
development to sales, planning, purchasing, production, and quality management.
• The AX for Pharma validation package, including functional documentation and test
protocols that support the validation process.
• Industry-specific expertise and best practices for delivering the ERP implementation
that fits your business and achieves FDA validation.
A more complete view of AX for Pharma functionalities is summarized in the “circle of
excellence” below.
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PROFILED: ITRON

UTILITIES

Migrating to
Microsoft Azure
Itron has turned to Microsoft Azure to deliver a better service to its utility
customers and establish a platform for innovation

W

hen the operations manager at a
California utility left the office on 30
June 2016, the Itron Analytics application he used every day was hosted on Itron’s
private cloud. When he returned the next morning, everything looked the same, but the back
end of the application was powered by Microsoft
Azure. Although the transition was seamless and
virtually undetectable to the user, it was actually
the result of three months of development work
and collaboration by Itron.

“Microsoft Azure is like a blank
canvas and we have the colours
to paint whatever we want”
For ten years, Itron had provided hosted services to utility customers via its own private
cloud, but turned to Microsoft Azure to deliver
a better service to customers and establish a platform for innovation. Microsoft’s cloud platform
gives Itron access to highly scalable and durable
cloud storage, backup and recovery capabilities.
It also maintains the infrastructure and performs
routine maintenance, patching, load balancing
and health monitoring for continuous availability. This allows Itron and its customers to focus
on using Itron Analytics to solve problems, rather
than upgrading and maintaining hardware.
Once the decision was made to extend its data
centre to Microsoft Azure, Itron’s team built the
system in a similar fashion to the existing Itron
system to ensure the user experience would
remain the same for customers.
The team used dedicated Microsoft resources
and detailed documentation to understand

the automation process and learn how to build
things faster and more efficiently. When the day
came to switch over, Itron successfully migrated
26 gas and water utility customers to Microsoft’s
cloud without any issues.
Looking ahead, Microsoft Azure offers almost
endless possibilities. Itron can build new features and functionality on Microsoft Azure, creating a software-defined data centre to aid with
business continuity and data recovery. Dozens of
Itron employees will be trained to use Microsoft
Azure to ensure the maximum value is being
realized from the platform.
“Microsoft Azure is like a blank canvas and
we have the colours to paint whatever we want,”
says Dennis Reed, Itron’s principal solutions
engineer and cloud infrastructure manager.

Itron Analytics is
now hosted on
Microsoft Azure
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Advancing
race boat design
Siemens PLM Software is helping Land Rover BAR to streamline
development of its boat for the 2017 America’s Cup

I

n 2014, the Land Rover BAR team began a 2.5
year timetable to design, evaluate and verify an
America’s Cup Class (ACC) catamaran. Teams
are not allowed to launch their boats until 150
days before the first event of the 2017 America’s
Cup Qualifiers, so the bulk of design, analysis
and performance testing must be completed on
much smaller-scale test models.
By the start of 2016, testing was fully underway
and the ACC wing-foiled catamaran was in development. The team is using NX and Teamcenter
software from Siemens PLM Software, with
implementation, training and support services
from Siemens PLM platinum partner Majenta
PLM, to provide an integrated virtual environment for digital modelling and simulation.
“It is a really big challenge on all fronts,” says
Sir Ben Ainslie, Olympic medallist and 34th
America’s Cup winner, and team principal and
skipper of Land Rover BAR. “We have established a new team from scratch; we have the
right philosophy and the right design tools and
we are catching up with existing teams; yet we
are operating under tremendous time pressure.”
The boat’s fixed wing sail is crucial to speed and
subject to strict rules on the weight and shape of
the wing. The Land Rover BAR design team has
combined a fully detailed 3D model of the wing
using NX, a high-level stick model developed
with Femap software, and a detailed composite
model created using the Fibersim portfolio of
software for composites engineering (the laminate modelling and draping toolset integrated
with NX). This combination is being used with
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis
tools from Siemens PLM Software. “The scripting capabilities of NX have allowed us to create
a user interface for the CFD coding and set up
an aeroelastic simulation process entirely within
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NX,” says Simon Schofield, designer, Land Rover
BAR. “Having everything in one environment
really speeds up our productivity because we are
not transferring files in and out.”
Land Rover BAR is also using NX scripting
capabilities to help simulate the behaviour of composite layers and understand how they degrade
under stress. “We are still fine-tuning it, using the
power of NX scripting and open capabilities to
customise workflows, remove clicks and improve
efficiency,” says Andy Claughton, the team’s chief
technology officer. “As a result, we have been able
to improve the way in which we send information
to the shop floor. We can send laminate drawings
or flattened patterns that allow the manufacturer
to set up automatic pattern generation and cut
directly, guaranteeing precision.”
Together, NX and Teamcenter enable a comprehensive development process from concept
to the surface of the sea. “The ability of NX to
generate geometries quickly and easily is fundamental because every question we ask ourselves starts with geometry,” says Claughton.
“Everything stems from a robust CAD model.
Only then can we analyse weight and behaviour;
produce renderings to show the sailing team the
controls and displays; or print plastic samples for
the sailors and shore crew to check.”
Use of the analysis tools integrated with NX
enables the design team to optimise the structure
of metallic parts made through the additive manufacturing method. “We plan specifically for 3D
printing by starting with an envelope of material
on which we mark boundary areas and attachment
pins,” says Claughton. “Even with such topological
optimisation the end result can still be extremely
complex but, with NX, we have smoothing tools
that allow us to manipulate the models further and
make them practicable to build.”

Siemens PLM
Software solutions
enable Land Rover
BAR to quickly
analyse multilpe
geometric options
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By annotating 3D models with NX product
and manufacturing information mark-ups, the
design team can convey the exact manufacturing
requirements of a 3D model to downstream partners. This detailed guidance is carried through to
drawings for suppliers who require 2D data.
Land Rover BAR uses Teamcenter to manage
all technical files and documents so that specifications, design calculations, analysis data, simulation results and material properties are in the
correct order and associated with the right CAD
models. The team’s use of Teamcenter controls the

release process and governs all workflows leading
up to manufacturing. This enables 15-20 people to
collaborate very closely on the same model.
“Now that we have a library of parts and established workflows, we do not always have to start
from scratch,” says Claughton. “Each boat moves
on from the last and we frequently use the clone
tool to clone particular parts or subsystems and
quickly try out a different approach.”
Analysis methods also vary according to the
specific requirements of each stage of development. Because the use of Teamcenter enables
Land Rover BAR to control the flow of engineering data throughout the organisation, the team
can fully audit progress, enabling them to see
exactly what has been done at every stage and
control the complete bill of materials for the
2016 test boat.
The engineering team’s mission control centre
has a live video link to the test boat and designers
can see exactly what is happening during testing,
as they assess data received from the various
sensors positioned around the boat. Sailing can
then be followed by a thorough and informative
debriefing session for sailors and engineers. “We
are always streamlining our processes to avoid
repetition of effort and free the engineering team
to focus on the actual design,” says Claughton.
“NX remains at the heart of what we do, enabling
us to continue refining geometry and systems
even as we are building components.”
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Driving productivity
and innovation
AkzoNobel improves employee productivity and innovation by migrating to
Windows 10 with the help of Hewlett Packard Enterprise

H

eadquartered in Amsterdam, Netherlands
AkzoNobel is a global paints and coatings company and a major producer of
specialty chemicals. The company has around
47,000 employees working in more than 80
countries and its portfolio includes well-known
brands such as Dulux, Sikkens, International,
Interpon and Eka. AkzoNobel is also consistently ranked as one of the leaders in the area of
sustainability and strives to deliver innovation
via 4,000 scientists at 130 laboratories.
Like many major enterprises with a globally
dispersed workforce, AkzoNobel faced cost pressures and the need to do more business, quicker
and better. It also wanted to boost employee productivity and collaboration.
Building on its six-year relationship with
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE), AkzoNobel
opted to migrate from Microsoft’s Windows
7 operating system to Windows 10. Owing to
the significant delays it faced when rolling out
Windows 7, AkzoNobel worked with HPE to
start piloting Windows 10 soon after its release
at the end of July 2015.
The company’s employees can now take
advantage of Windows 10’s touch-first user
experience that can be consistently supported
on any device, offers enhanced built-in security
features and much more. Employees also have
access to Microsoft’s Azure cloud platform and
its enterprise productivity suite Office 365,
which offers services such as OneDrive and
Skype for Business.
“Our partnership with HPE and Microsoft is
important because the IT systems that we are
running are really the spine of the organisation,” says Ria van Waes, business area CIO at
AkzoNobel. “We are implementing Windows
10 and people are getting excited talking about
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Office 365. It will offer a big step forward because
you will have the ability to use any device to
work with same information.”
Aloys Kregting, CIO of AkzoNobel, believes
that working with HPE has allowed AkzoNobel to
turn innovation to value in a very rapid manner.
“By leaning on the intellectual power of HPE
and Microsoft we can accelerate our innovation
profile,” he says. “Without IT, this would all be
impossible and I’m particularly excited about
the fact we can make everything mobile and
that we can give people solutions wherever they
are. If we want to survive in long run, we need
to be excellent in innovation. It’s our obligation
and our duty to get all of our different tools and
channels to work in the smartest possible way.”
Van Waes agrees: “We’re not here to do something that looks good on paper; in the end we
want to create a better workplace.”

By partnering with
HPE and Microsoft,
AkzoNobel can bring
together their globally
dispersed workforce

P R O F I L E D : B L A C K & V E AT C H

Supporting
global growth
Black & Veatch fostered collaboration between globally dispersed employees thanks to
Hewlett Packard Enterprise and Microsoft Office 365

F

ounded in 1915, Black & Veatch is a global
engineering, consulting and construction
company that primarily specialises in building critical human infrastructure for the energy,
water and telecommunications sectors. Owned
by its employees, the company has more than
100 offices worldwide and works on up to 7,000
active projects across the globe.
The company contracted Hewlett Packard
Enterprise (HPE) to replace its expensive
on-premise Exchange Messaging solution with
Microsoft’s Office 365 productivity suite. HPE
also rolled out Microsoft’s scalable enterprise
communciation and collaboration platform – and
accompanying services such as Skype for Business
and OneDrive – to more than 13,000 users that
make up Black & Veatch’s global workforce.
Black & Veatch recently secured a new project in Asia that requires collaboration between
seven offices in different locations around the
world. “The partnership between Microsoft and
HPE gives us the confidence to go after this type
of work,” says Dan Kieny, CIO of Black & Veatch.
“They have certified environments where we put
our data and it’s much more secure than we can
provide. Without this great partnership and the
technology to deliver that, we can’t even bid on
that type of work, let alone deliver it at scale.”
HPE also helped Black & Veatch to move its customer relationship management system online
and build data lakes with Microsoft Power BI.
Last year, HPE helped Black & Veatch to migrate
its engineering design workloads to the cloud.
“This will give us a competitive advantage in
the market and it aligns with our strategic intent
of growing globally,” Kieny says. “We will double
in revenue by 2020 and as 66% of our growth is
outside the US, we have to have partners that can
match our footprint, can deliver at speed, and
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can bring us platform expertise that supports
our strategic intent. From the simple workloads
that we can put in the cloud, to our most complex enterprise mission-critical applications, it’s
imperative that we have great technology from
great partners and we certainly get that with
HPE and Microsoft.”
Kieny predicts that around US$40 trillion
globally will need to be invested in critical infrastructure for energy, water and telecommunications projects over the next 30 years. “Black &
Veatch is uniquely qualified to do that, but it’s
bigger than Black & Veatch and we can’t do it
alone,” he says. “We’ll lead and do our part but
we need strong partners to deliver these solutions to communities around the world as we
continue building a world of difference.”

Dan Kieny says Office
365 is giving Black &
Veatch the confidence
to pursue complex
projects

PROFILED: EMILE EGGER
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Journey to modern ERP
Emile Egger transforms operations with Avanade and
the new Microsoft Dynamics AX

E

mile Egger is a family-owned business
founded in 1947 by manufacturing pioneer Emile Egger in Cressier, Switzerland.
Following the financial crisis of 2009, the
management team realised it would require
a system that offers visibility into its manufacturing and production costs and enables
the company to optimise its supply chain and
other business processes.
The company started to explore options with
Microsoft, but one of the critical requirements
was that the solution be web-based. “A web-based
system was really important for us because we
have affiliates across the world,” says Raphael
Tagliani, chief information officer at Emile Egger.
“Being available in the cloud was key for us
because it enabled us to start our project at once.”
At the time, Microsoft’s flagship enterprise
resource planning (ERP) product, Microsoft
Dynamics AX, was being re-architected. Microsoft
offered Egger an opportunity to participate in its
exclusive Technology Adoption Program where
the company allows customers to partner in development while implementing prototype systems.
The solution, code-named ‘AX7’, was the first
cloud-based ERP system built to run natively in
the Microsoft Azure cloud platform. Microsoft
invested millions of dollars into the Microsoft
Dynamics AX technology and made a strategic
decision in 2014 to move the development of
Microsoft Dynamics AX into its cloud division to
enable a true integration with Microsoft Azure.
When it came time to choose an implementation partner, Egger considered a few candidates
but decided on Avanade for its global presence,
Microsoft Dynamics AX skill set and industry
expertise. “It is vital that your partner understands
your business processes,” says Tagliani. “Avanade is
able to bring you a field expert for each department.”
The scope of the project included implementation of the new Microsoft Dynamics AX, including procurement, production, project, sales,
reporting, finance and warehousing. The system

was implemented in phases with go-live dates in
three regions – India, Switzerland and Germany.
Avanade leveraged its global delivery network to
enable the implementation despite the challenge
of going live in India with localisation that is not
yet officially available. Avanade’s India delivery
centre played a crucial role.
“Working with Avanade, we’ve been able to
start working together between different departments in the company, and different companies
across the world,” says Laurent Tolck, chief
financial officer at Emile Egger. “It will definitely
improve our processes, even outside the ERP.”
Projected benefits include a 20% increase in
productivity in the first six months, greater
visibility, time and cost savings, and improved
inter-office operations. Emile Egger’s customers
will also benefit from accurate information on
delivery dates, improved follow-up on order status and optimised customer service.
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integrated and traceable dispensing for full
control and quality in formulation and weighing
the aX for Pharma Dispensing module integrates with microsoft Dynamics aX to
streamline your formulation and dispensing, with traceability and GxP compliance.
solution Benefits
effectiveness and efficiency
The Weighing and Dispensing module provides
global and material-specific processing rules
and guidance to: enforce standard operating
procedures in the dispensing flow, manage
potency adjustments, scale requirements and
accuracy, weighing tolerances, operator training
needs, material hazard warning messages,
personal protective equipment requirements,
container size and quantity and weigh-scale
calibration requirements.

simple and integrated Weighing and
Dispensing module
The full integration of Dispensing module with
Dynamics AX greatly reduces the chance of
errors caused by inconsistent data, manual and
paper-intensive systems. Support for electronic
weigh-scale and extensive use of barcode
labeling technology help to: ensure that the right
material, in the correct quantity, with the right
label, is delivered to production on time for
manufacturing.

traceability and control
The AX for Pharma Dispensing module
manages the movement and control of all the
dispensing batches and sub batches (e.g.
containers, drums). Material to be dispensed is
checked in real time to prevent the inadvertent
usage and consumption of incorrect, expired,
or rejected materials.

The AX for Pharma Dispensing module provides manufacturers with a high level of
control and visibility of work-in-progress materials in GxP environments.
Precisely weighing and dispensing materials is so important that it is delivered in most
cases with manual operations under very severe supervision and controls. Consider
the delicate task of manually entering paper documents in the dispensing list. You must
enter materials, batches, containers, quantities, and then re-enter this information in
the ERP solution. The risks involved in these operations and the relevant costs are very
high.
The trend today is to rely more and more on powerful IT instruments to achieve lower
costs, deeper control, and greater accuracy. One of the best options is to integrate the
weigh and dispense operations in the ERP solution, as done by AX for Pharma. This
provides important benefits: the ability to use a wealth of information instantaneously,
ensure the best production outcome, reduce risks, and lower the total cost of validation.
The AX for Pharma Dispensing module enables you to connect scales to the ERP
production and inventory modules, and it calculates the required quantities of active
ingredients and fillers/compensating ingredients to be used. The full integration into
ERP also allows the selection of materials according to the FEFO/FIFO method.
As soon as the dispensing operator scans the barcode label of the container being
weighed, the dispensing module verifies the batch status, availability and expiry date,
thus preventing the use of non-conformant or expired batches in production. The weight
registered by the scale is immediately recorded in the production picking list for
consumption, with inventory adjustments in case the actual weighed quantity differs
from the theoretical one.

regulatory compliance
The Dispensing module is fully compliant to 21
CFR Part 11 and EU Annex 11. The module
allows users to secure critical actions with
electronic signatures and keeps evidence of the
actions history. It enables quick review and
approval of materials with electronic signature
verification.

What’s neW in aX for Pharma
New release for microsoft Dynamics aX 2012 r3 CU9 since
august 2015.
Many new features including: Tamper evident seal
management and Cleaning operations.
Other features for room cleaning and extended features for
scale calibration and verification.

highlights:
• Full integration with Microsoft Dynamics AX
• Standard integration with electronic scales
and barcode devices
• Automated dispensing process to increase
productivity and reduce risks
• Management of batch fractions and quantity
adjustments
• Compliance with 21 CFR Part 11
and Annex 11
• Dispensing Validation Toolkit for IQ/OQ/PQ

